












Clino Trini Castelli, meta-design 
text by Matteo Vercelloni 
 
A designer who considers the sensorial potential of an object prior to the form. Clino Trini Castelli 
has made light and color, acoustic, tactile and olfactory sensations into the categories of reference for 
a project rich in meta-design information: from the object to larger interface systems on an 
environmental scale. Training at the Centro Stile Fiat in the 1960s, then a career in the opposite 
direction from its starting point; beyond the formal approach to the design of objects, toward the 
dematerialization of the 'composition' in favor of the emotional and active aspects of interaction with 
reality. Clino Trini Castelli seems to have made a 'parallel' journey with respect to the canons of 
Italian design history: research in territories connected more with the synthesis of the object than with 
its genesis, where the CMF formula (Colors, Materials, Finishes), for example, focuses on material as 
the founding element of an icon, beyond its sculptural-compositional aspects. A method that has also 
led to tools of analysis like the Qualistic Diagram (ADI Design Index 2007), a map for product 
positioning on a vast scale, based on factors like 'Qualistics' and 'Design primario', where 'immaterial' 
components of the domestic world like heating, air conditioning, new technologies and domotics are 
approached in poetic and linguistic terms, rather than strictly 'disciplinary' terms. For Castelli: 
"Upstream from the projects of formal synthesis there is a rich phenomenology of sensorial 
experience, that often has a more significant impact on the evaluation of the quality of a product or a 
space. Lights, colors, tactile and olfactory sensations, acoustics and micro-climate are now 
autonomous levels of configuration of the nature of artificial things". The influence of Ettore Sottsass, 
with whom Castelli worked in the mid-1960s, for Olivetti, helped to form his approach to design. But 
from Sottsass Castelli did not absorb the visible creative genius so much as the philosophy of a 
humanistic, poetic approach to design, seen in global, emotional terms, where light becomes form, for 
example, as in the Glowing Chair (1972), a sort of manifesto of a new way of thinking about design. 
A chair in a single piece, with seat and back in Abet Print luminescent laminate, where sensation 
overwhelms design, "to live the liberating dream of dematerialization of the product-object" through 
the process of metadesign. "The Greek term 'meta' means 'beyond', above, leading to change and 
transformation. Meta-design is a way of making products capable of getting beyond the tests of 
reality, while influencing it at the same time". One of the first metadesign projects identified by 
Castelli as a founding example was Tekne 3 (1964) by Ettore Sottsass for Olivetti: "Explaining the 
figurative genesis of that typewriter, an extruded form then cut into linear segments, Sottsass 
underlined its serial nature through the serene multiplication in the office space. Sottsass seemed to be 
after a clear emotional reduction of the object, in opposition to the seductive forms of the IBM 
machines, then represented by the redundant 'sculpture multiples' of Eliot Noyes [...], that was not just 
a great design lesson, but also a sort of imprinting: the discover of how design could lead beyond the 
formal limits of the object to impact not only the space of furnishings, but also, in different ways, the 
space of work and its ergonomics". Five years later this led to the Olivetti Red Book manuals (1969), 
which Castelli created by observing the experiences of minimal and conceptual art. After a period 
with Elio Fiorucci in the world of fashion, the path of  'metadesign' has been followed with conviction 
by Castelli for some time, explored through the 'Decorattivo' and the 'Colordinamo' of Centro Design 
Montefibre (1973, with Massimo Morozzi and Andrea Branzi), then with the Colorterminal Ppg 
(1978) and the Centro di Qualistica Fiat (1985), leading to the more recent projects with Hitachi, 
where scenarios of material, color, tactile and other sensory dimensions, in relation to environments, 
define operative linguistic systems. The complexity of the metadesign approach is joined by "the 
emotional identity of products that forms the basis of Qualistics”; if "the computer [...] has become a 
tool for the potential of emotional memory", if the developments in research on new materials and 
production processes have directly altered the form of things, then "lightness, transparency, 
slenderness, plasticity, accentuation of linguistic characteristics will be the direct consequence". 
Castelli sees the term Transitive Design (1999) as one of the new reference points for design 
straddling the turn of the millennium: "With this term, borrowed from the Latin 



verb transire, we can designate all those industrial products that connect past and future, without any 
nostalgic intent or projective ambition, but simply in terms of continuity in change". Transitive objets 
are designed starting with familiar, reassuring aesthetic languages of a recent past, to then approach 
those still being developed for the near future. The object of transitive design plays with memory and 
emotions, but also with the possibilities offered by continuously evolving techniques. The design 
procedure also becomes a narrative process and the industrial object takes on an 'affective surplus': 
this is the case of the latest projects by Castelli, connected with the developments of new technologies 
presented in 'humanistic' terms, like the new Hitachi supercomputers that, in spite of great success on 
the market, had to be rethought in aesthetic terms, because instead of being closed up in sealed 
chambers, as in the past, they could now be displayed. Castelli’s metadesign project brought the 
Enterprise Server EP8000 the prestigious Gold Award at the Design Awards 2007; the aesthetic 
solution is based on the concept of the Optical Storm, where "the formal metaphor of the Enterprise 
Servers evokes the distinctive characteristics of the model: superior performance and reliability".The 
frontal optical pattern, made with colored perforated metal elements placed vertically, simultaneously 
variable and modular, "is a visual reminder of the intense internal activity of parallel processing 
operations". The same principle of 'modular variability' and aesthetic simulation of data processing 
performance is applied in the figurative solution of the front panels of the new Mainframe Servers by 
Hitachi, based on the metaphor of acoustic resonators. The other field in which Castelli has been 
working for several years is that of domotics, no longer approached in terms of technological 
performance and control, but in 'environmental' terms. On domotics Castelli has published a study, the 
book Worldscape - The new domotic landscape, for BTicino (2006), in which it seems clear that 
"from the old domotic culture, conceived only to open and close, turn on and turn off, lighten, speed 
up, remember, we move to the new domestic culture, which is more emotional, of caring for, 
protecting, adjusting, isolating, etc.", in the formation of a new landscape of interiors. The latest 
projects by Castelli for the new Conspecto system of visualizers reflect all this, where small 
touchscreens feature antique oriental prints as ethno-fantasy backdrops, playing an iconographic role, 
in a frame that can be customized for different environments and contexts, making it possible to 
'converse' in an 'affective way with the physical plant systems of the home. This is the new interface 
concept imagined for Domoscape, where the home becomes the true protagonist of automation, 
translating the use of domotics into new environmental qualities like lighting, acoustics, microclimate. 
But precisely to avoid the paradoxical phenomenon in which design products age, on an emotional 
level, before they are obsolete on a technical-functional level, it becomes important to operate in the 
area of metadesign, to approach the design of the objects of the new millennium in a wider sense of 
the term, with particular attention to the theme of the "ecology of emotions", because as Castelli puts 
it, "there can be no environmental sustainability without sustainable aesthetics." - Caption pag. 60 
Left: Glowing Chair, 1972, with seat and back in Print Lumiphos 14-580 green, photoluminescent 
plastic laminate by Abet Laminati (photo Mario Merli). Above: Olivetti Red Books, Manuals of 
Olivetti Identification Systems, 1970-1973. Below: Enterprise Server EP8000, 2004, with 
Hitachi Design Division. Portrait: photo by Auro Trini Castelli. On the facing page: in the 
large image, the Resonance Front Mainframe Server, 2007, with Hitachi Design Division 
and Design Centre Europe; below, Energy Mosaic Supercomputer SR8000, 1999. - Caption 
pag. 62 Above left, Verandah and, right, Ukiyo-e greenhouse for Domoscape, 2008. To the 
side: Ukiyo-e verandah with a touchscreen widget that modifies the ambient lighting 
conditions. - Caption pag. 63 Moghul patio with open curtain for Domoscape, 2008. Study 
of a new ethno-fantasy interface concept for an ideal home. A touchscreen widget regulates 
the amount of opening of the sun curtains on the patio. In the detail: Moghul patio with 
closed curtain, 2008. The background image is a Kangra Indian miniature from the Pahari 
school. - Caption pag. 64 Above, center and below, respectively: Suite, Shell, Widecut 
frames for the Home Visualizer touch-screen. All designed for Conspecto by Esa 
Elettronica, 2007. - Caption pag. 65 Above: Qualistic Lab for Honda R&D Center Wako, 
Sneakers layer, 2005-2007; emotional positioning for Qualistic Web Research of an iconic 



and linguistic type conducted in Japan and the USA. Qualistic Diagram: ADI Design Index 
2007. Below, left: Impresario Chronix IO remote controls in the Pure, Pearl and Silver 
finishes, 2007, project by Castelli Design with Somfy Design Group, CMF Design Program; 
right: plan of variants of materials, colors and finishes for the Somfy Impresario Chronix IO 
remote controls, 2004. 
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